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THROUGH THE- DEFENCES OF THE RUHR

Again last night aircraft cf the Bomber Command continued their

battering of the Ruhr and left many fires. They are giving little

respite to this narrow strip cf land-in which so many of Germany's war

industries are concentrated. In the words of a pilot "we are putting the

Ruhr on the spot.".

That the morale of the workers is being affected by our persistent

bombing is suggested by a recent report in an Essen newspaper. It

appears that apprehensive and exaggerated rumours - always a sign of

shaken nerves - spread; quickly among the people whenever our bombers

have been over. In particular, the number of casualties is exaggerated,

and there is much criticism of the efficiency of the rescue work and.

relief organisation. The newspaper states that "it is every‘citizen's

duty to suppress at once such gossip."

But the military authorities must themselves be uneasy owing to the

increasing threat to the Ruhr, for our pilots report that the Ruhr defences

are thicker than ever they were. More night fighters have been brought
to the Ruhr and the numbers of searchlights and of light and heavy guns

have greatly increased.

One account of a bomber adventure over the Ruhr this week shows

what our crews are up against, Here is the pilot's narrative:- "We"

had Just opened our bomb doors when the searchlights came right on us.

We were* coned' immediately, and the flak came right on us too. The

first salvos got us while we were on a fairly steady run dropping our

stuff. The aircraft had been'hit along its whole length. The needle
of my airspeed indicator flopped back to zero and several of the other
instruments went as well.

"The rear gunner called out that he had been hit but he thought he
could stick it until we got clear again. The navigator had a piece of
shell fragment right through his log-book. It missed him by inches,
We were in the searchlight cone for fifteen minutes, and all that time
they were shooting at us. One of the petrol pressure pipes was gashed
and petrol streamed into the fuselage, running down the catwalk and
pouring out at the back of the aircraft.



"At last we got out of the cone. The wireless operatiorwent to the
rear turret to see what he could do to the wounded gunner and, as he walked

along, the petrol was well over his ankles, The front gunner took the rear

gunner's place, and, hardly had he got there, when 'he called 'look out, here's

a fighter coming in', We had been caught by another lot of searchlights by
then* I threw the, aircraft about to put then and the fighter off and sure

enough the fighter over-shot us. But we heard him firing and it turned out

afterwards that he had got some hits' on us - one on the propeller, and

another in the starboard engine. In over shooting he went into the searchlights
himself and we saw him plainly there. They moved away from him and that gave.,

us a bit of a break because; they didn't pick us up again,"

All this time, the wireless operator was seeing to the wounded rear

gunner, and the second pilot was trying .to stop the flow of the petrol from

the leaking pipe with first aid bandages and wrappings. He. could not stop

it altogether. It was now a matter of getting home -if they had 'enough

petrol to last, . ,

"He reckoned anyway that if we reached the Dutch coast we would be

all right," said the pilot, "He had fairly good height, our wireless was

O.K., and anyhow we would be able to.' glide out to sea and probably be picked

up. .

But the old girl kept on going# As we neared the -English coast both

engines cut: the petrol in the main tanks was finished. He switched on the'

Nacelle tanks and carried on. He had to pump the under carriage down by

hand, and the flap would not work, but. we landed all right without them at an

aerodrome a little way inland. He feel that we had been quite lucky.
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